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Eternal Life

Opening Words
This summer I read my first Piers Anthony novel, On A Pale Horse. It tells the adventures

of a man who assumes the role and likeness of Death, collecting souls where ultimate destination
of Heaven or Hell is unclear and it is his job is to facilitate that final determination.

Along the way, Death encounters a dying man who neither believes in God nor Heaven or
Hell. Death asks if the man would “be relieved to discover that life continues on the spiritual
plane.” The man insists that he's finished with life and wishes for no reprieve. When Death draws
out the deceased man's soul, it disappears in his hands. 

Death thinks, “He really had not believed, and so the Afterlife had been unable to hold
him.” Thinking about the emotions one might feel upon greeting loved ones who had died earlier
in a person's life, Death wonders if, regardless of one’s belief or disbelief in the afterlife, how
someone still wouldn't want it. Had the man ever cared for another while he was alive? And if he
hadn't, then with no one to miss him, hadn't he already consigned himself to oblivion?

Yom Kippur begins. The Book of Life awaits. The clock is ticking – 24 hours from now,
it will all be complete. What is life anyway? The beating of a heart, the firing of the brain's neural
pathways? What do we mean when we ask to be inscribed in the Book of Life? What matter
caring and concern and love? And when will we realize that it is we who hold the pen?

Sermon
While doing anything I could to distract myself from writing High Holy Days sermons, I was
browsing through old emails and came across this one from four years ago. It was written to
Katie and Aiden, and reads as follows:

“Well, kids, I had an eye-opening experience yesterday. I went to the grocery store and struck up
a conversation with the cashier about how her job was going. She mentioned that Tuesdays are
difficult because all the senior citizens come in for their discount. Just for fun, I asked how old
you had to be to qualify. When she mentioned 55, I nearly flipped! I came home with an extra
$2.50 in my pocket because I'm an old man, and life will never be the same! Love, Grandpa.”   
[Oct 22, 2014]

Growing older is, of course, inevitable. How one grows older is not. Mark Twain wrote that “Age
is an issue of mind over matter. If you don't mind, it doesn't matter.” On the other hand, Harrison
Ford reports, “You know you’re getting old when all the names in your black book have MD
after them.” Eventually, death catches up with all of us, no matter how fast we run. There’s an
Italian proverb that goes like this, “Once the game is over, both king and pawn go back into the
same box.”



These High Holy Days are all about dying. Tomorrow morning, we’ll read these words:

“On Rosh Hashanah this is written; on the Fast of Yom Kippur this is sealed: How many will
pass away from this world, how many will be born into it; who will live and who will die; who
will reach the ripeness of age, who will be taken before their time?”

And while the essence of this passage, Un’taneh Tokef, is a spiritual one, referencing the state of
our souls moreso than our bodies, we are keenly aware that it is indeed our bodies that have
expiration dates. As The Doors’ Jim Morrison (among others) put it, “No one here gets out
alive.” Death is inevitable.

Or is it?

Author Dara Horn released a novel this year entitled Eternal Life. It asks the question, “So what
if you could live forever?” It tells the story of a man and a woman who lived in Jerusalem two
thousand years ago, entering into a pact that saved the life of their infant child but condemned
them to live forever. “Condemned them to live forever.” How odd, right? As if getting to live
forever would be a curse. But that’s what the book suggests – that not having to die would, in
fact, be a fate worse than death.

Why do you suppose that would be? I’m already aware that my clock is ticking and there’s so
much I want to do before the cover is closed on my own Book of Life. But imagine being alive to
meet your great-great-great-great grandchildren! Imagine having enough time to go back to
college and start a second, a third, fourth, fifth, even a sixth career!

Imagine your body remains forever eighteen, while your mind and your spirit continually expand
as your experiences vary and open you to more journeys and adventures than you ever thought
possible.

What could possibly be bad about that? Is this not literally the life-after-death our tradition has
dreamed of? The persistence of existence? To happily continue on in defiance of the course of
nature?

Well, this book suggests otherwise. And that’s what I want to think about with you this evening:
Why wouldn’t a person want to live forever?

I can think of a number of reasons. Although I don’t necessarily subscribe to them.

First, look at the world we live in. When we think about life-after-death, we don’t expect to have
to do that here – on a polluted, corrupted, increasingly unfair and unjust planet. Life-after-death
is supposed to be a place of perfection, where all the foibles and arrogances of human folly are
put away like toys, and eternity is filled only with sublime, unfettered tranquility. Having to
witness the continuing slide of the United States into the muck of disintegrating freedoms and
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democracy, that might not be how any of us would want to spend eternity. 

But then I have to ask, why have children? Why consign them to live in a world we no longer
want to be part of? In a sense, have we not already made our choices regarding life after death?

A second possible reason we might not want to live forever is, perhaps, the detritus of ruined
relationships that we leave behind as we move through life. I think of the disastrous romances I
had in high school and in college, and how I just want to apologize for being such a poor, artless
slob when it came to dating and love. Imagine all the ruined relationships, friendships and
partnerships that would lie scattered across the landscape of the centuries. Imagine carrying all
those ungracious memories forever and for all time. That might be a good reason to let bygones
be buried with us.

Then there’s the impetuousness of youth. Have you noticed that the older you get, the less
patience you have for young people? And doesn’t it seem like the next group to arrive into that
unbaked segment of the population is even less appealing than the ones you didn’t much like
before that? Imagine living for thousands of years and having to put up with those of lesser
experience yet increasingly audacious egos? Picture the rival teen gangs in West Side Story – for
how many generations is Officer Krupke expected to put up with them?

Then there’s the possibility that life really is better in the afterlife. What if everybody else is
getting to that place of ecstatic, painless bliss, and you’re stuck forever with cavities, indigestion,
and parking tickets? I’ve heard argued that death is a gift. Perhaps there’s some truth to that.

But the book’s strongest argument against immortality is that if you’re one of only two people
who are living forever, you’d have to outlive your loved ones again and again and again and
again. For the main character, this was just too much. She wanted out and spent much of the
book in search of her physical demise.

That got me to thinking: How would I feel about living forever? And what’s this book really
about anyway?

The first question can’t be taken too seriously because: a) I don’t see immortality reaching us
anytime soon; and, b) if it does, we’re not likely to be doing it by ourselves. 

It’s the second question that I want to address: What can this book teach us?

Dara Horn has Rachel, her main character, pondering across the centuries a person’s purpose for
being alive. 

Rachel’s first thought is that we’re here to love and to serve God. As we chant each week in
V’ahavta, “Love God with all your heart, all your soul, and all your might.” 
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Her second thought is that God really wants us to serve others. “You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.” Or as Heschel puts it, “A Jew is asked to take a leap of action rather than a leap of
faith.”

Rachel’s third thought is that we live in order to experience joy. The world is filled with
blessings, and perhaps it would be a sin not to benefit from those blessings. In the Jerusalem
Talmud (Kiddushin 4:12), Rabbi Khizkiyah declares, “A person will have to answer for everything
that he saw but he did not enjoy.”

Rachel’s fourth thought is that we’re here to sustain life and to build for the future. She recalls
the story of an old man planting a carob tree. When asked, “Do you expect to live long enough to
enjoy the fruit from that tree?” the old man responded, “There were trees in the world when I was
born; I plant so the same will be true for others.”

Throughout my sixty-one years, I too have tried to find answers to this ultimate of questions,
“Why am I here?” Six decades into my quest, I accept the possibility that there may be no
absolute purpose for our being alive. We may simply be the results of spontaneous, undeliberate
creation and evolution. We just are. What we do with life is completely undefined by our
Creator, and life’s meaning is simply what we make it.

Judaism, I think, even while it proclaims the existence of God and the terms of our relationship
with God, also understands that we can be certain of nothing. Our tradition acknowledges that
each of us has a choice. But Judaism takes us one vital step further by adding how important it is 
– uvakharta ba’khayim (Deut 30:19) – for us to choose life. I also think that regardless of what any
of us think about God and mitzvot, we teach our children that they should choose life as well – to
find their passion, their reason for being, and to pursue that with all they’ve got.

Torah, our sacred text, has definite ideas about this question of purpose. Even our orthodox
neighbors, who believe every word of Torah is true, spend a lifetime trying to parse the words
and to understand what God actually meant, which leaves them pondering life’s purpose every bit
as much as we are. Torah offers ideas and direction. Talmud carries the discussion further, with
eight hundred years of rabbis weighing in on these same questions. In the end, however, you and
I are still left with the choice. We’ll never know what our true purpose is, at least not on this
plane of existence. So we take our best shot and hope we get it right.

Let me tell you about Rae Horwitz. Rae died this past May at the age of 87. Rae Horwitz was the
mother of Joel Horwitz, one of my very closest friends growing up in Cincinnati, and still one of
my closest friends today. Joel and I spent countless hours together in my home and in his. When
we hit ninth grade, Joel’s family left Cincinnati and moved far, far away to some distant land
called New Jersey. I didn’t see him again until my move to New York in the 80's. Rae I never
saw again at all. Forty years passed between the last time my teenage self spoke with Joel’s mom
and that afternoon this past May when we bid her farewell at her funeral.
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I listened to the rabbi and to Rae’s son Mark as they spoke about her life. I was deeply struck by
the remarkable consistency in how she had lived across all the decades of her life. Forty years
earlier, I had loved spending time around this woman who smiled easily, laughed generously, and
cared unceasingly for those around her. As Mark spoke, I felt transported. Those forty years
melted away. He was saying goodbye to the same woman I had known forever ago.

“My mother,” Mark said, “was, in her life, and is, in my memory, a warm, genuine, industrious,
resourceful, committed, steadfast woman. She stood for herself yet she was never selfish.” She
was as artistically creative and resourceful as they come, her dining room table forever covered
with the week’s craft projects. She organized block parties and made her home a magnet for her
kids’ friends. And when the kids moved away, she organized a hospital and the Jewish Family
Service of Central New Jersey. “Compassion, genuineness, warmth, relational skills, decency,
honesty, responsibility, grit, and a commitment to service, justice and each other.”

How utterly remarkable, I thought, that a person could choose the way she wanted to live, and
actually did so her entire life. For my money, Rae Horwitz had figured it out. She had uncovered
the secret of life: To live years of consistent goodness, frequent laughter, unapologetic love. To
enjoy life and be valued by others. And finally, when you’re gone, to be missed for those very
same reasons.

Prominent lawyer and staunch social justice advocate Clarence Darrow once quipped, “I never
wanted to see anybody die, but there are a few obituary notices I have read with pleasure.” I
wrote that down in appreciation of Darrow’s merciless sarcasm, but as I think of Rae Horwitz
and other people whom I’ve had the privilege of knowing, obituaries and eulogies have served as
a vehicle of tribute to remind me how fortunate I was to have known that person, and how their
life will continue to enrich mine long after they are gone.

The circumstances of Rae’s life changed dramatically throughout the years — education, jobs,
and relocations in order to take care of herself and her family. Rae’s essential character, however
– her purpose in living – remained solidly established throughout the undulating years of her life.
She didn’t get to live forever, but while she lived, she lived beautifully.

Here’s what I’ve learned from Rae Horwitz: No one gets a life without challenge. Regardless of
station or privilege, there are highs and lows, successes and failures, joys and sadnesses. We
don’t get immortality. But we do get to make the life that we choose.

Two stories.

The first is about a man who visited the holy Maggid of Mezeritch and asked how he could
understand the Talmud’s teaching that one should bless God for the bad as well as for the good.
The Maggid told him to seek out Reb Zusya and ask the question of him. So the man went and
found Reb Zusya, who welcomed him into his home. Immediately, he saw how poor Zusya was.
There was little if anything to eat, and his body showed clear indications of illness and chronic
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affliction. And yet, as if residing in some alternate universe, Reb Zusya was nothing but gracious
and cheerful throughout. The man addressed Zusya, “The Holy Maggid told me that if I want to
understand how it is possible to bless God for the bad as well as for the good, I should ask you.”
Reb Zusya thought for a moment, and then said, “This is indeed a very interesting question. But
why did our holy rebbe send you to me? How would I know? He should have sent you to
someone who has experienced suffering.”

The second story merely describes a painting that was found on the wall of an ancient temple. A
painting of a king ... forging a chain from his crown. Nearby, in another scene, the painting was
of a slave ... forging a crown from his chain. Beneath the painting, these words were inscribed:
“Life is what one makes it, no matter of what it is made.”

Rachel’s struggle in the book, Eternal Life, is how to endure the years she has been granted. She
felt condemned. Zusya, for whom every breath and every minute was difficult, felt blessed. And
therein lies the challenge of Yom Kippur and of our lives. We don’t get to live forever, but we do
get to live. For how long, none of us knows. And so the true challenge is, lacking the knowledge
of when it will be over, to fill our lives with as much purpose (however we come to understand
that word) as we can. So that whether we die tomorrow, or seemingly an eternity from now, we
will have treated the time we’ve had as the sacred gift that it truly is.

According to Midrash, Moses didn’t want to die. Atop Mount Nebo, as he looked below at the
people he had rescued and the future he had built, Moses argued with God, enlisting testimonies
from even the earth, sun, moon and stars. Ultimately, God granted Moses immortality but with
Moses agreeing to have God transfer his leadership and prophetic status to Joshua. A day came
when Joshua emerged from the Tent of Meeting, and Moses inquired what God had said to him,
Joshua’s response being, “That is privileged information. It cannot be shared with you.” On that
day, Moses said to God, “I am ready to die. Better a hundred deaths than one jealousy.”

This Midrash fine-tunes the question. Not will we live forever but, possessing a limited number
of years, how will we live? Tomorrow, when we read the words of Un’taneh Tokef, perhaps we’ll
shift our focus from the words describing how we might die to those that challenge how we
might live.

“On Rosh Hashanah this is written; on the Fast of Yom Kippur this is sealed: Who will rest and
who will wander; who will be tranquil and who will be troubled; who will be calm and who
tormented; who will be humbled and who exalted?”

This is the first Yom Kippur without Rae Horwitz in the world. But her presence remains for me
a compelling one, and I hope also for you, because Rae had mastered the art of living life with
consistent purpose and grace. This year, we could do no better than to let her guide us to a
blessing and an inscription in the Book of Life.

Avinu Malkeynu ... yes, we have polluted, corrupted, and increasingly made Your planet unfair
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and unjust. To repair all this, You have not granted us immortality, but You did give us young
people who, if we teach them well, can pick up where we leave off. Help us to put away our own
toys, our foibles and our arrogances, and to implant within the next generation the tools that will
allow them to finish the sacred task of filling our world with sublime, unfettered tranquility.
When the time comes for us to lie down one last time, may we understand that it is through
selfless acts such as these that we will truly and completely achieve eternal life.

Ken y’hee ratzon ... may these words be worthy of coming true.

Closing words
In Craig Taubman’s annual Jewels of Elul, author Yossi Klein Halevi reflects: 
“What if we believed that, one day, we were going to die? What if we could imagine our

final moments? [Yom Kippur ...] urges us to relinquish what will someday be taken from us, so
that we can live the time allotted us with greater moral clarity and spiritual intensity. [In] our
final moments, how would we judge the ambitions that have defined our lives? Which of our
dreams would shame us, which would we wish we hadn't pursued? What memories would give
us strength? If we could carry something of that subversive experience into the rest of the year,
how would we order our priorities? What flaws would we more vigorously confront? What
grudges would we surrender, what severed friendships restore, what suppressed apologies
resurrect, what regrets concede? How much more unconditional love would we force ourselves
to summon?”

It is Kol Nidrei. All vows. All promises. All clear.
Isn’t it time that instead of absolving ourselves of our promises, we REsolve to make a

few?
I do not wish you an easy fast. May this year’s Yom Kippur observance bring you face-to-

face with your every failing, your every flaw, and may you take the hardest path forward, the
straight one, the one that leads to moral clarity, action, and blessing.

The clock is ticking. Will this be the year that Yom Kippur ends with something more
than a break fast?

Tzom kahl. May we hunger for justice and peace.
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